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Abstract

Land degradation has become a growing concern with the current increase in demand for arable land. Sustainable land management and land restoration practices are required in order to meet the demands to provide food and other services. Adoption of improved practices has however not been widespread partly due to a lack of clarity on the true economic value and setting of proper financial incentives. This article focuses on the economic costs of land degradation as a prelude to two on-going initiatives involving the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD). We review how ecosystem services derived from land have been economically valued to date. Economic valuation has mostly focused on the use value of provisioning services and cultural services, with limited valuation of non-use value of cultural services. Also, no unique valuation method has been applied following methodological developments, varying study objectives and data availability constraints. These factors impair coherent and consistent estimation of the total economic value of land degradation across
countries. We identify a need to develop harmonised valuation methods to estimate total economic value under strong data and capacity constraints. We propose two alternative frameworks for harmonised total economic valuation of land degradation at country-level to guide further research in making environmental valuation more relevant and practical under strong data and capacity constraints.
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**Review methodology:** We started off from existing reports on land degradation and ecosystem valuations (Winslow et al., 2011, Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). We also reviewed existing economic reviews by Nkonya et al. (2011), Adhikari and Nadella (2011), Requier-Desjardins (2006), Requier-Desjardins et al. (2011). In addition, we searched the following database and journals: Google Scholar, Land Degradation & Development, Journal of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, Environmental and Resource Economics, Ecological Economics (keyword search terms used: land degradation, cost of land degradation, economic valuation, economic valuation and developing country, payments for ecosystem services, payments for ecosystem services and developing countries). We used the references from the articles obtained by this method to check for additional relevant material. We also spoke to colleagues and checked for any upcoming studies not yet published.
Introduction

This article aims to identify general ideas and frameworks for including environmental considerations in policy-making. This serves as a prelude to two on-going initiatives involving the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD). The first is the second scientific conference of the UNCCD to be held in 2013 on the topic of the “Economic assessment of desertification, sustainable land management and resilience of arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas” (1) and the second is a global initiative on the economics of land degradation organised by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, the European Commission, the UNCCD amongst others (2). Both these initiatives aim to further increase awareness of the potential for socially desirable action to restore land in critical areas and to prevent further land degradation.

Land, including water, is under pressure from a large number of interacting factors such as population growth and associated food security concerns, overuse and degradation, competition between food, biofuel production and conservation, and increasing policy drives towards carbon sequestration. An estimated 6 million hectares of land will need to be brought into agricultural production every year up to 2030 in order to meet the food demands of a growing population if productivity remains at current levels (3) and up to 1 billion hectares of land would need to be cleared globally by 2050 with continuing extensification strategies in developing countries (4). This demand is resulting in the search for land beyond the borders of emerging economy countries in order to fulfill their food, water and energy needs. As much as 80 million hectares of land may already be leased or otherwise negotiated with a foreign investor (5). Often these negotiations also involve water rights and access (6).

Currently there is little or no regulation over these ‘land deals’ resulting in calls to establish sets of principles for responsible land governance, enabling institutions and investments (7, 8). Concern has been expressed that customary rights to land access and use are often ‘short-changed’ in land deals,
meaning inadequate compensation for customary users’ loss of the use of land and particularly where
direct values from land may provide as much as 90% of the livelihoods of rural populations, e.g. in much of Sub-Saharan Africa (9). A recent article in Guardian’s Global Development site stressed the growing
tension between stakeholders and investment companies in Sierra Leone (10). Farmers receive
$5/ha/year from a plantation investor under a 50-year contract. This payment is however perceived as
"unacceptable" as it does not fully compensate farmers for the loss of "valuable trees and plants
destroyed in the clearing of the land", or more specifically for the loss of services previously provided by
these trees and plants. This perceived unfairness led to social unrest and demonstrations last year,
turning what could be a win-win situation in a lose-lose one. Such contestation can deter foreign
investors and limit further opportunities for development.

This is a typical case of information asymmetry, with government or investors not appreciating
fully land values that have not been quantified in monetary terms. Hence better economic valuation of
land, by quantifying explicitly the benefits derived from land, could provide a basis for fairer financial
compensation for those displaced from, or dispossessed of land they have used. Better economic
valuation would also help better balance negotiating powers between stakeholder groups by increasing
transparency over the level of compensation to be provided.

In addition to competition for land, the loss of perhaps 0.7 to 2 billion hectares of agricultural land
through degradation that continues mainly unabated (11, 12) is driving the urgency to monitor and
assess the economic losses associated with degradation (13, 14). Thus as per capita arable land shrinks
from around 0.5 ha in the 1960s to a predicted 0.15 ha in 2050 (15), it is imperative that the value of
land is recognised and that the costs of inappropriate use and degradation are widely known together
with the benefits of restoring and maintaining land productivity.

There is adequate scientific knowledge on how to prevent and/or reverse land degradation (eg.,
16, 17). However this knowledge has not been widely adopted partly because policies for investing in
sustainable land management are not perceived as priorities when national budgets are allocated across sectors. Much has been written about this lack of investment in combating land degradation or in the converse, sustainable land management, with insufficient attention paid to the required financing strategies needed at local, national and international scales (18). Two main reasons have been identified for this lack of investment by national authorities. Firstly, there is the lack of information on the true economic costs of land degradation (or benefits of sustainable land management) available to policy-makers. This has limited the identification of areas where investment would be socially desirable. Secondly, the local stakeholders affected by land degradation do not have the necessary knowledge or means, including financial, to make their case at the national level. Similarly they often cannot enforce their property rights over the land they use when they have them. These factors result in low lobbying and negotiation powers of local stakeholders. A better estimate of the true value of land to society would help policy-makers clarify the level of benefits to be derived and lead to a better identification and choice of land use options. Valuing land would increase transparency in the negotiation and compensation process thereby potentially leading to a more balanced and “fair” negotiation over land issues between the different stakeholders.

Thus from a number of perspectives there is a timely need to re-assess the value of land to help both decision makers and land use practitioners assess current and future land use practices and to enable analyses of the trade-offs associated with different land use patterns. This review builds on an earlier report that recognised the need to value the land in ways that include both economic and non-economic values (19).

The purpose of this article is to review existing information, identify the gaps and propose frameworks with tools to be used by national governments to enable a better economic valuation of land as a key natural resource. We aim to identify potential alternative frameworks for economic valuation of land services that could be easily implemented in practice at country level under limited
data availability and human and institutional capacity. The two alternative frameworks proposed in this article have been identified so as to provide a guide to policy-makers for inclusion of land valuation into policy-making. The article attempts to move beyond existing studies on the valuation of land degradation that have focused on the direct use value of provisioning services, and more specifically on the loss of agricultural productive capacity (20), by including non-use values explicitly.

We also call for a harmonised approach to land valuation for two reasons. Firstly a harmonised approach to valuation would make values more directly comparable between different areas and countries. Secondly advocating a harmonised approach to valuation to governments could facilitate adoption of land valuation by these governments as well as lend itself to peer cross-country learning and training.

This article starts by detailing the general context for interest in the land degradation problem, then describes the economic framework considered for valuation of land services, briefly reviews case studies to identify the valuation methodologies used for each type of ecosystem services provided, and methods for deriving the total economic value from these individual service values. Some limitations of the framework for valuing land degradation are described and we then propose two practical alternatives for economic valuation of the costs of land degradation. We conclude with a discussion on the need for increased harmonisation in the valuation methods and their application where data and capacity are limited and the need to link this with capacity building.

Estimating a Total Economic Value of land degradation

Valuation framework

The full costs of land degradation are difficult to measure but are thought to be substantial and growing (21). In this review, we adopt a total economic value approach as the basis for a cost-benefit analysis of land restoration at country-level. This cost-benefit analysis of land restoration would
compare the total economic benefits of land restoration to the economic costs of restoring degraded land. The economic costs of land restoration (or cost-side of the analysis) correspond to costs associated with action to restore degraded land, for instance the costs of adopting sustainable land management practices. The total economic benefits of land restoration (benefit-side of the analysis) correspond to benefits that would be derived from improving degraded land to a restored state. A cost-benefit analysis of land restoration should help to identify whether land restoration would be socially beneficial at the national level. This would provide a rationale for provision of relevant policy instruments for improved uptake of sustainable land management practices. The costs and benefits of restoration depend implicitly on the level of land degradation because the cost-benefit analysis requires a baseline scenario for assessment of the social acceptability of changes.

This cost benefit analysis needs to be undertaken at the national level rather than on a series of “hot spots” or specific areas. The success of hot spot conservation has been shown to depend on the state of the countryside surrounding it (22). Hot spot restoration would thus need to be supplemented by a wider scope approach for greater (cost-)effectiveness. We could envisage a two-tiered approach to land restoration, combining a first tier of low level restoration available at the national level with a second tier of higher level of restoration for targeted “hot spots”. This two-tier approach would still require a national-level analysis.

Estimation of a total economic value would be feasible for preliminary larger scale assessments. For vast countries, regional sub-country levels could be considered for valuation as the most appropriate level of analysis. Total economic valuation implicitly assumes that land will be restored to 100% of its potential, which might not be the case depending on the specific context. Also, local-level assessments are likely to include a broader range of services from land that need to be valued. A cost-benefit analysis for partial restoration might be more appropriate and less costly than a full total economic valuation at the local level, depending on specific study contexts.
The rest of the article focuses on the benefit-side of the analysis with the estimation of the potential benefits of land restoration currently foregone because of land degradation. These forgone benefits represent a cost to society associated with inaction, and depend on the level of land degradation. The potential benefits from land restoration (arrow 2 in Figure 1) correspond to the cost of land degradation (arrow 1 in Figure 1). The difference is that these expressions do not stress the same direction of change in land state as illustrated in Figure 1.

**Insert Figure 1 about here**

Total economic value is conceptually defined as the sum of the use and non-use values of a good or service. Use value can be further decomposed into direct and indirect use values, and non-use value into option and existence or bequest values. Option value is the value given by society on keeping options open. Existence value is given to goods that are not used but simply to acknowledge that their existence has a value, and bequest value relates to the value given to the transfer of a given good to future generations. This typical theoretical framework for economic valuation is detailed more specifically in Nkonya et al. (23). To derive the total economic value of land, we allocate a value to services derived from land. The costs of land degradation are measured as the loss of ecosystem services (or opportunity costs) as implicitly compared to a fully restored land. These opportunity costs constitute a measure of the benefits foregone when land is degraded i.e. the extra benefits that would be derived if land were fully restored. For mutually exclusive ecosystem services, the total economic value is the (socially weighted) sum of the total economic values of each of these services.

The following ecosystem services have been identified by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (24): provisioning services (food, timber and fresh water), regulating services (pollution), cultural services (aesthetic and spiritual values) and supporting services (soil formation, nutrient cycling). To
derive a total economic value, these services are assumed mutually exclusive i.e. there is no joint production between services. Table 1 relates each of these ecosystem services to the type of economic value that can be used to characterise these services. This classification of ecosystem services has been adopted for valuation studies but has been adapted to the study context so as to avoid double counting when services are not as independent as assumed by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. For instance, Dominati et al. (25) outlined that supporting services are not services as such but rather processes underlying the provision of ecosystem services, and therefore cannot be valued as such. Also, the level of nitrogen pollution is often linked to agricultural inputs and production, which means that regulating services are not always independent from provisioning services either. In theory summing up the economic values of provisioning, regulating and cultural services should give the total economic value of land. In practice however, the specific context of the study will guide which services are to be considered for economic valuation to effectively avoid double-counting.

Insert Table 1 about here

Because the ecosystem services derived from land are assumed mutually exclusive in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment framework, we describe the methods used for their economic valuation separately in the following sections. We then describe how these values could be aggregated to derive a total economic value for land degradation and briefly discuss their degree of independence. We also describe studies that attempt to transfer estimated economic values to other sites. Building on the review by Adhikari and Nadella (26) on soil erosion, we do not review the valuation methods as extensively but rather focus on the valuation of the different types of land degradation services. Thus the article adopts a broader scope than Bojö’s (27) and Adhikari and Nadella’s (26) by considering case studies for a broader range of services provided by land than soil erosion prevention. A previous article
by Requier-Desjardins et al. (13) assessed the valuation methodologies and potential economic instruments for a more economically efficient land management. Ferraro et al. (28) conducted a review of valuation studies of (provisioning and regulating) ecosystem services of forests in developing countries. They concluded that valuation of ecosystem services is rare, use various methodologies and are disconnected from policy. We complement these previous articles by focusing on the valuation of the costs of land degradation for various types of ecosystem services to derive pragmatic alternatives for harmonised valuations.

Noel and Soussan (29) proposed a multi-level methodology for cost benefit analysis of ecosystem services, with 6 key steps: (i) inception, (ii) identification of land covers, (iii) analysis of ecosystem services, (iv) role of these services in livelihoods and economic development, (v) identification of land degradation patterns and pressures, and (vi) assessment of sustainable and suitable land management options. This review relates to the third step of their framework with the role of ecosystem services valued in economic terms.

**Measuring the total economic value of provisioning services**

Provisioning services from land include food and fodder, fresh water supply, fibre and fuel (timber, wool), biochemicals, natural medicines and pharmaceuticals, genetic resources (breeding), ornamental resources (shells, flowers), housing and urban development. These provisioning services are typically valued based on direct use value and option (non-use) value derived from possible future usage. These values are measured by productivity changes, replacement costs, reduced costs because of mitigative behaviour or costs of extreme events such as crises and famines. These valuation methods are all based on the supply of land services. Economic valuation studies have mostly focused on the costs of soil erosion because it is visible in the short term and more easily quantified in developing countries (26, 30). The costs of soil erosion considered in these papers relate to the loss of agricultural
productivity because of soil erosion rather than the costs of silting up waterways and reservoirs (i.e. a regulating service).

Productivity losses are mostly on-site costs borne by farmers measured as the losses in agricultural income. For instance, soil erosion will cause agricultural yields and farmers income to decrease. This reduced agricultural income from soil erosion in this context represents the cost of land degradation. The costs of land degradation are estimated using production models which link levels of land degradation (such as soil erosion) with quantities of agricultural outputs (yields). This methodology has been applied in Mali (31), in Sri Lanka (32), the Philippine Uplands (33, 34), Ethiopia (35, 36), Zimbabwe (37)\(^1\). Estimates of the aggregate costs of soil erosion in these countries however vary considerably, by 10 to 100 fold depending on the study conducted (26). Production-based approaches seem popular for valuation in developing countries where agricultural production data is relatively available or easy to obtain.

A similar method consists in valuing the costs involved in replacing the lost service. For instance, soil erosion will lead to a loss of soil nutrients that can be compensated by using an increased quantity of fertiliser. This increased usage of fertiliser has a cost to farmers, which represents the cost of mitigating the loss of nutrients from soil erosion or cost of the land degradation considered. This approach has been applied in Zimbabwe (38), for a range of Sub-Saharan African countries (39), in the Puentes Catchment of Southern Spain (40) and in Mali (41). Pimentel et al. (36) adopted a more complete approach by considering both soil quality variables and water resources in addition to wind and soil erosion to derive costs of soil erosion for the United States. This method overestimates the contribution of nutrients to soil degradation because its focuses on a specific input for production rather than a bundle of substitutable inputs (23, p73). It tends to produce slightly lower cost estimates than the change in productivity method (26).

\(^1\) All these studies are reviewed in details in Adhikari and Nadella (2011).
The above production-based approaches tend to ignore the trade-offs between production inputs (such as erosion and fertiliser) for a given output quantity (yield). This is a problem for deriving representative estimates of the costs of land degradation. Also, erosion is not the only land degradation process reducing food production. This type of approach thus tends to overestimate the true economic cost of one land degradation process whilst underestimating the true overall economic cost of land degradation. The production-based approach also relies on crop market prices which could lead to estimation biases because of poorly developed or distorted markets. Estimating production models can be very data-consuming and tend to be done at the farm level because of site-specificity, which limits the validity of using the cost estimates for other sites.

Ngugi et al. (43) used a form of participatory environmental valuation to value different uses made of a drylands forest in Kenya. They used the contingent valuation method which is based on demand for land services, rather than supply as for the production-based approaches described above. Contingent valuation is a method based on asking people how much they would be willing to pay (or accept) for an environmental improvement (degradation) to then derive a demand curve. This method can capture the total economic value of the goods and services considered. Ngugi et al. asked the local communities to state how much they value their non monetary uses of the forest. They found that the most valued local forest use by local communities is the collection of traditional medicinal plants, amounting to 7 to over 10% of household’s annual income. Because of the nature of the services involved, this study estimated the use value of these goods, rather than both use and non-use values of the forest to local residents.

---

2 This is a problem that is not unique to production-based approaches and is raised in further sections of this article.
Measuring the total economic value of regulating services

These services encompass pollution regulation for air and water, climate regulation with carbon sequestration, natural hazard protection (e.g., storms, floods and landslides). Most of these services can be valued by replacement costs, the costs of cleaning up pollution or the damage costs incurred because of an extreme event. These values for land degradation mostly fall under indirect use and option values. These services typically include off-site impacts of land degradation whose benefits or costs are borne by third parties (externalities). The main regulating service considered in the academic literature has been carbon sequestration (climate regulation) partly because of the prominence of the climate change debate and partly because the costs of cleaning-up pollution and extreme events can be more directly measured. Valuing carbon sequestration relies on estimating the quantity of carbon sequestered and multiplying it by the market price for carbon. For instance, Antle et al. (44) established a model of ecosystem service supply from agricultural land, similar to a productivity approach where ecosystem services are included as one of the outputs from agriculture. They applied it to estimate soil carbon sequestration in semi-subsistence farming systems in Kenya and Senegal. Similarly, Mekuria et al. (45) estimated soil nutrient run off reduction and soil carbon sequestration by taking soil samples in representative exclosures (areas set aside for regeneration) in Ethiopia. They then used the market prices for carbon and nutrients to estimate the benefits from land restoration.

Measuring the total economic value of cultural services

Values for cultural services include aesthetic values, values derived from recreation and tourism, cultural heritage (e.g. indigenous knowledge) or spiritual values (e.g. religious values given to ecosystems). These values typically encompass direct use values, option values and/or non-use values. Aesthetic values, values derived from recreation and tourism have so far been the main values of interest in the academic literature but with little application in developing countries.
Aesthetic, recreational and tourism values are mostly derived using revealed preference methods such as hedonic pricing and the travel cost method, or stated preference methods such as contingent valuation and choice modelling. The principle behind hedonic pricing is to derive a value from an existing market price e.g. property, land. However this method relies on well functioning land markets, which might not exist in developing countries (46). Stated preference methods involve people stating how much they would be willing to pay for conservation (or willing to accept for degradation) of a specific service. Contingent valuation asks people straightforwardly how much they would be prepared to pay. Choice modelling is based on people choosing between alternative scenarios with different levels of environmental (or non-environmental) attributes and prices paid. This method has been developed to try and better elicit people's preferences for the environment by making explicit trade-offs between attributes or services. The derivation of aesthetic values seems more advanced in developed countries than developing countries, in line with greater environmental concerns in developed countries. For instance, Sayadi et al. (47) have shown that agricultural land in Spain has aesthetic value for agro-tourism in the region. Stated preference methods are the most advanced for capturing total economic value but are relatively data intensive. The value of existing activities such as ecotourism, national parks or UNESCO World Heritage Sites (e.g., entry fees) could also be used as a basis for recreational values where these already exist (48).

The value of cultural heritage and the spiritual values for land and their associated ecosystems have not yet been subject to a specific estimation in the economic literature. Ngugi et al. (43, p.170) specify that the people they interviewed did not want to place a value on the forest used for cultural purposes and rituals but rather stated that the community sages would be better placed for this type of valuation.
Measuring the total economic value of supporting services

These values encompass the values of primary production, nutrient cycling and run off, soil formation and erosion. They are mostly private costs to landowners or land users. Hedonic pricing could be used to value the status of on-farm conservation works (i.e. the state of the land) from land prices but this would require active undistorted land markets (46). Supporting services refer however more to processes rather than actual services (as outlined by 25). Consequently these “services” would be best measured through the valuation of the ecosystem services described previously rather than on their own, to avoid double counting.

Putting a value on a bundle of services or aggregating individual values

All the above services are assumed to be independently produced following the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment framework. Birch et al. (48) derived a value for dryland forest restoration by estimating the values of several ecosystem services (carbon sequestration, non timber forest products, timber, tourism and livestock production) separately before compiling these values into a scenario-based cost-benefit analysis. Crossman et al. (49) adopted a similar approach, valuing separately river salinity, carbon sequestration, food production, fresh water flows for improved ecological communities, recreation and amenity. Gascoigne et al. (50) first estimated biological quantities of ecological services provided per year and per hectare, then valued them before aggregating these values.

However, a number of studies have considered the above ecosystem services as jointly produced. For instance, agriculture has been advocated in Europe as being multifunctional, because it provides not only food and fiber but also environmental services. One frequent problem with valuation of several goods and services jointly provided is that the sum of individual service values is greater than the value of services provided as a bundle. This is because of trade-offs between services provided and could lead to a part-whole bias. This is a problem for deriving a valid total economic value of land across services
provided (51-54). Also, summing up normalised values of ecosystem services might fail to include the value of externalities.

This problem could be overcome by estimating a total economic value of land as a whole, e.g., by using contingent valuation, rather than differentiating it per service provided. Alternatively, we could use a valuation method that takes these trade-offs into account and estimates values for both individual features and overall services. Choice modelling allows the capture of trade-offs between different ecosystem services and could be adopted to value these services as a bundle as well as individually (55). This approach has been successfully tried for economic valuation of water-intensive agriculture impacts on rivers and streams in New Zealand compared to those of dryland pastoral and arable farming (56). The three impacts valued are increased health risks of pathogens from animal waste, degraded ecological quality from excess nutrients, increased number of low-flow months because of increased irrigation, which correspond to regulating and cultural services.

Another solution is to assign weights to individual components for aggregation. These weights can be derived using multi-criteria analysis, basically a form of scoring reflecting social preferences. This approach has been used mostly for selection of areas or farms for allocation of conservation contracts with benefits quantified but not necessarily valued in monetary terms (57). This multi-criteria analysis can be combined with geographical data for aggregation of values that are spatially heterogeneous (58-61).

**Transferring economic values of different goods and services to other sites**

Benefit transfer is one of the most interesting areas for development and integration of environmental valuation into policy-making. Benefit transfer has developed in relation to values related to demand for (rather than supply of) ecosystem services. This method explicitly consists of transferring values across time, space, population and in some occasions across ecosystem goods (62) from a site
that has been monetarily valued to a site that has not yet been monetarily valued. Economic valuations
tend to be costly in terms of financial, time and human resources and benefit transfer offers a cheaper
alternative to other valuation methods. Benefit transfer shows clear potential for transferring land
service values to other areas of interest by controlling for variation from the area that has been valued
to the area of interest. It has been designed as a pragmatic and cost-saving method that could be easily
used for informed policy-making under strong data and capacity constraints.

Benefit transfer sometimes simply consists in an extrapolation of the economic values obtained
by other valuation methods. The design of the choice modelling method allows the derivation of
normalised values for ecosystem services that can then be scaled up as required. Choice modelling thus
provides a good basis for benefit transfer. In addition, benefit transfer of values across space has been
facilitated by the development of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (58, 63). However, estimated
unit values theoretically depend on absolute levels of provision (scale and scope), which could limit the
relevance and accuracy of benefit transfer.

Meta-regression models have also been used to transfer values by controlling for some of the
main factors of variation such as income levels. These models can be based on Bayesian modelling,
which has been shown to lead to accurate estimates even for small underlying meta-samples (64). In
practice however, the required adjustment factors for benefit transfer depend on the change in scale
considered. It has been shown that adjustments might be required for benefit transfer between
different countries (65) but not necessarily between the national and the regional scales (62).

Despite its theoretical appeal and potential, benefit transfer is still prone to scale and sampling
effects that need to be tested for and can impair the derivation of reliable estimates of environmental
values. Whether to adjust values for accurate extrapolation and how to best do so still needs to be dealt
with on a case-by-case basis, which currently limits the applicability of the method especially under
limited capacity.
Valuing ecosystems services in practice

Limitations of the adopted framework for valuation of land degradation

From the previous sections, we can identify some key limitations in the derivation of a total economic value for land degradation. The different approaches detailed above depend on how the economic value is socially defined by stakeholders or policy-makers, so most of the limitations detailed below stem from this definition of the true economic value. First, studies do not always measure the same type of economic value (use value and/or non-use value) depending on the methodology used and specific study objectives. Because of this, the value of services is often not expressed in the same unit: as percent GDP, as dollars, as $/year/ha, as $/year/inhabitant. Also, productivity changes, replacement costs, reduced costs because of mitigative behaviour or costs of extreme events such as crises and famines are measures derived from the supply of land services. On the contrary, non-market valuation methods such as contingent valuation and choice modelling are based on the demand for land services. This could further blur what is actually measured when deriving the total economic value.

Second, the range of ecosystem services included for economic valuation also vary between studies, with most studies focusing on one type of ecosystem services for economic valuation. Very few studies have attempted to estimate the value of the full range of services (as also found by 66). Even if they did attempt to estimate the value of the full range of services, the services actually selected for valuation might change. This is to avoid double-counting and depends on the specific context of the study. Also, the definition of what constitutes the true economic value in a given context influences whether this economic value is under- or overestimated. This is a common problem for all valuation approaches.

Third, a given service can be valued very differently. The application of a given methodology is constrained by data availability and the specific case study context. This explains some of the variations in the applied valuation method and also the limited method transferability across countries (e.g. as
outlined by 67). This is most obvious in studies on the use of several agricultural production models to value the cost of erosion. Choice modelling would seem the most advanced valuation method for estimating the value of ecosystem services. It can estimate both “part” as well as “whole” economic values but is still subject to various estimation biases (e.g. 68, 69). The application of a given methodology is also constrained by the limited human capacity for undertaking valuation (as outlined in India by 70).

Fourth, benefit transfer and aggregation of values across different ecosystem services is far from being as easy to implement in practice as theoretically suggested. A related problem is the discrepancies in the units used to express economic values (%GDP, $/year, $/year/ha, $/year/inhabitant...). Because the units are so diverse, not all values are expressed in unit terms to allow easy aggregation and scaling up. Progress has however been made with recent developments in spatial data capacities and meta-analyses. Also, economic values are typically subject to decreasing returns to scale, with the economic value of restoring a small area higher per hectare than for a larger area. Scaling up of unit economic values thus might not always lead to reliable aggregate estimates.

Fifth, the estimates also depend on the type of people surveyed (experts, residents or tourists) and their distance to the good or service valued (54, 71, 72). Chaudhry et al. (71) also outlined the need to supplement valuation methods of stated preferences such as contingent valuation by participant observation and unstructured interviews to derive reasonable non-market estimates in developing countries with a high proportion of ‘black market’ or unrecorded activities and corruption.

Alternatives for total economic valuation of a range of land services under limited data and capacity

Taking these limitations into account, we can identify two potential pragmatic ways for policy-makers to estimate the total economic value of land services at national level. Benefit transfer will
become more attractive as more valuation studies are undertaken at more local levels and could then constitute a third alternative. The two alternatives considered are summed up in Table 2. The choice between these alternatives depends on which is less costly to implement in practice considering data already available and the country's capacity to obtain reliable national estimates. Both these approaches are outlined in general terms in an attempt to provide policy makers with simple frameworks for environmental valuation they could use for more informed policy-making.

**Insert Table 2 about here**

The first approach consists in estimating the value of ecosystem services separately then aggregating them (“Alternative 1” in Table 2). This alternative is based on using as much secondary information as possible. The value of provision services could be estimated using productivity loss models. This method has already been used quite extensively in the literature and in limited data environments. In particular, the approach developed by Antle et al. (44) could be easily implemented in practice. The value of regulating services could be approximated by averaging public expenses for extreme events such as droughts, landslides, one-off chemical contaminations over the time period (and scale) of interest. This is obviously too simplistic and does not constitute the best economic approach for estimating the costs of regulating services. This approach could however allow the inclusion of some albeit imperfect estimate of the cost of regulating services and constitute a pragmatic first entry point for more informed policy-making. Because this is an averaged value of one-offs payments, this should not prove too difficult to estimate in practice under limited information. It might however be more relevant to compare the costs of regulating services to cleaning up costs or to the costs of prevention directly, rather than bundle them up with other types of services. This is the case if the action considered is related to managing risks of droughts or silting up of waterways rather than an indirect
consequence of adoption of sustainable land management practices as a whole. In addition, models of carbon storage depending on climate and land uses that have been developed in the literature should also be relatively easy to apply in practice. The value for cultural services could be derived based on the value of (rural) tourism. When rural tourism value cannot be easily approximated, contingent valuation or choice modelling could be used to derive the value for cultural services, depending on the expected trade-offs between individual services. Social weights reflecting society’s preferences between ecosystem services would then need to be estimated by surveying a representative sample of people. These weights would be applied to the individual service economic values to compute the Total Economic Value.

The second approach would consist in applying choice modelling to all types of services at the same time (“Alternative 2” in Table 2). This approach would allow a consideration of the trade-offs between provision services (agricultural production) with regulating (carbon storage) and cultural services (aesthetics). It would involve primary data collection and development of specific skills. This is specifically true in a developing country context where cultural and language settings can vary greatly, where respondents have lower literacy levels and are less familiar with market research surveys (73). The following factors have been stressed as critical for success of stated preference methods (73, 74): primary data collection to establish the survey context, pre-testing of the questionnaire and its timing, and the use of images for illiterate respondents. Further examples and recommendations for applications of choice experiments in developing countries can be found in a dedicated book edited by Bennett and Birol (75). Contingent valuation and choice modelling, although dealing with "fictitious" money, can be used to raise awareness of the value of an environmental good and service to policy-makers. This valuation could help put an actual price on the good or service considered based on its economic value to society, which in turn will increase the value of the good to policy-makers themselves.
The choice between these two proposed alternatives depends on the level of joint production between ecosystem services (or degree of independence), already easily available data, and available capacities for non-market valuation studies. More specifically, it will depend on how costly data collection is, mainly for valuation of cultural services and derivation of the social weights (Alternative 1), compared to the cost of undertaking nation-wide choice modelling for all services (Alternative 2). Contingent valuation and choice modelling are inherently data consuming methods. It might be worth to adapt these methods to limited data contexts. Also, if local data on economic value is available, it might be useful to look into methods for scaling up these values at the national level using benefit transfer, for instance through the use of Geographical Information Systems. Perhaps more importantly, who is considered for the definition of the 'society of reference' is also one of the critical points. For national estimation of land degradation values, should national preferences or international preferences be represented? In developing countries, cultural services are notoriously considered of interest to developed countries rather than to the country providing them especially if (rural) tourism is limited. Should preferences of tourists or potential future tourists outside of the country be accounted for too? Further research and case studies would be needed to provide answers to these questions and obtain relevant and reliable values of land degradation.

**Conclusions**

The goal of this paper was to identify frameworks for environmental valuation of land services that can be used by policy-makers to address land issues through government policies and interdisciplinary work. Economics provides a common “measuring rod” for valuing contributions from ecosystem services derived from land from a society’s point of view. This environmental valuation of land services would help assess the potential benefits from land restoration and be included in a cost-
benefit analysis of land restoration. This cost-benefit analysis relies on a comparison between the total economic value of land degradation and the cost of restoration to assess whether it would be worth implementing policies to foster adoption of sustainable land management practices. This cost-benefit analysis would fit within the 6–step methodology for valuation project implementation proposed by Noel and Soussan (29). In this article, we focused on the benefit-side of the cost-benefit analysis of land restoration and proposed two alternative frameworks for valuation of potential land benefits across ecosystem services.

The valuation of land degradation has, so far, been mostly limited in the literature to the value of provisioning services based on losses in agricultural productivity. This is especially true in developing countries. What would be useful is to adapt the contingent valuation or choice modelling methods to limited data environment to estimate the value of cultural services. This approach would be suitable for national level estimation of the total economic value of land degradation to the country’s nationals or tourists visiting the country. Capturing the non-use economic value of cultural services to other countries might however be more difficult to quantify.

What is obvious from this review is that we need international consensus on how to harmonise economic valuation methods at the national level if we are to derive comparable and reliable estimates of land degradation costs. This harmonisation of valuation methods or approaches could help make land values between countries and case studies more comparable and more easily transferable. It could also increase cross-country discussions on best practices for environmental valuations in practice and help embed valuation further into decision-making. Researchers still need to find ways to adapt the non-market valuation methods to limited data environments as these are so far very data intensive. The subsequent cost-benefit analysis could then be used to derive potential policy instruments to encourage socially desirable land restoration at the national level. An example of policy instrument would be
payments for ecosystem services which represent a form of transfer of funds from beneficiaries of land services to the providers.

The two alternative frameworks proposed here are general enough to be adopted at lower-scale levels, with the level of detail for each individual valuation method to be determined from the local context. In addition to potential policy instruments, there is also a need to develop governance, knowledge management and capacity building through national networks. This might be fostered by better integrating research and policy making (28), by building a knowledge-sharing platform and an iterative network approach to pilot new valuation methods (8). We hope that this article will stimulate further work on refining existing methodologies that can help fill in the identified information gaps as well as allow for suitable implementation in countries with limited data collection capacities. This further work would be critical for the two on-going UNCCD initiatives to be successful in raising awareness on the potential for land restoration.
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Figure 1: Continuum of land states between fully functioning and fully degraded land, and the relationship between the costs of land degradation and the potential benefits from land restoration. Arrow 1 corresponds to the costs of land degradation and Arrow 2 corresponds to the potential benefits of land restoration.

Table 1: Types of economic values for each type of ecosystem service (supporting services are represented in italics as they are valued through other services)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Total Economic Value</th>
<th>Provisioning services</th>
<th>Regulating services</th>
<th>Cultural services</th>
<th>Supporting services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use value</td>
<td>Direct use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Use value</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existence (Bequest)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Proposed alternative frameworks for estimation of the economic cost of land degradation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use value</th>
<th>Provisioning services</th>
<th>Regulating services</th>
<th>Cultural services</th>
<th>Supporting services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Use value</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existence (Bequest)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alternative 1:** Total Economic Value as socially weighted sum of individually estimated ecosystem values
- Productivity loss model (supply-based approach)
- Costs of extreme events, costs of externalities and carbon storage model (supply-based approach)
- Value of (rural) tourism (demand-based approach)

Values combined using an aggregation function (social weights)

**Alternative 2:** Direct estimation of Total Economic Value
- Contingent valuation or choice modelling (demand-based approach)